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ABSTRACT
Motion Capture systems are crucial in many fields, and Mobile Ro-
botics is one of them. This paper describes an Open Source robotic
framework to standardize the use of motion capture systems called
MOCAP4ROS2. This framework features a layered architecture
that allows building applications that use Motion Capture systems
regardless of the specific system model/vendor. The challenges are
technical and social: on the one hand, resolving synchronization and
representation issues; on the other hand, involving the community
to reach a consensus on the necessary interfaces. MOCAP4ROS2
has been implemented in ROS2 and already has drivers (we under-
stand a driver for MOCA4ROS2 as a ROS2 node that publish the
MOCAP system information) for today’s main commercial systems.
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1 MOTIVATION
Motion Capture (MOCAP) Systems play an essential role in Mobile
Robotics [4]. When evaluating location algorithms [1], they provide
ground truth or replace location modules to reduce complexity
when evaluating navigation algorithms[6]. In the case of aerial
robots, many of the advances in flight control in individual robots
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and fleets are based on an accurate and real-time motion capture
system [5]. These are just a couple of examples, but, in general,
obtaining the reliable position of elements in the environment
provides much valuable information for robots that have to move,
interact, and function in real space.

ROS [2] is a de facto standard in Robotics. It is an Open Source
robot programming framework that provides libraries, tools, and
infrastructure. ROS applications are built as computing networks of
nodes (programs) that collaborate through different communication
paradigms (fundamentally publication/subscription) to carry out a
task in a distributed environment.

One of its key aspects in ROS success is standardization: A con-
sensus has been reached on the formats of the exchanged messages.
For example, the nodes that provide information about a laser (laser
drivers) always publish the same format. This approach allows
drivers, tools, and programs to connect at deployment. Another
critical aspect is the community: thousands of developers produce
software packages in a federal development model in which the
Open Source Robotics Foundation provides tools, documentation,
and infrastructure to create the packages that are part of the distri-
butions.

Recently, ROS2[3] is a refactor of ROS, providing multiplatform
features, security, real-time, and a maturity1 demanded by an in-
dustry willing to incorporate ROS in its developments.

In this paper, we propose MOCAP4ROS22, a framework built on
top of ROS2, providing drivers, libraries, and tools for configuring
and using MOCAP systems in Robotics. Although there are already
MOCAP system drivers, each has its tools, formats, and procedures,
and users of a specific MOCAP cannot benefit from the develop-
ments of a different one.

In this sense, MOCAP4ROS2 represents an unprecedented step
in the standardization of the software that uses motion capture
systems. We have not been able to find either in the literature or in
any repository initiatives, software, or documents that have tried to
standardize the aforementioned motion capture system. This field

1https://docs.ros.org/en/dashing/index.html
2https://github.com/MOCAP4ROS2-Project
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was dominated by system manufacturers, who seem unwilling to
lose their commercial niche in applications that exploit their sys-
tems. For this reason, it is not possible to compare MOCAP4ROS2
with similar initiatives or systems.

The main objective being pursued is to create a community of
users and developers around this open-source framework so that the
efforts of some can be used by others, providing common standards
that guide development. Some projects tried to afford this problem
in the previous version of ROS1, and they were focused on how to
run different MOCAP Systems, but not on standardization3.

2 FRAMEWORK DESCRIPTION
MOCAP4ROS2 provides a layered architecture (Figure 1). Each
layer is responsible for one aspect of using a MOCAP system:

• Drivers Layer: In this layer are the drivers of the MOCAP
system. Not only are systems based on cameras and markers
taken into account, but also those based on inertial sensors
(IMUs) or any other movement or position capture system.
For each type of MOCAP, a standard format of information
that the drivers must produce will be defined and subject to
debate in the MOCAP4ROS2 community.

• Composer Layer: This layer contains nodes common to
each type of MOCAP and combines their information into
a common axis of geometric references, using the standard
TF system that ROS already uses to model inter/intra robot
geometric relationships. For example, IMU-based systems
require additional information, such as fixed relationships
in a set of sensors attached, so that angular information can
be translated into geometric positions.

• Application Layer: This layer contains programs that ac-
cess the lower layers to control, visualize, and collect data
or any application.
The philosophy of MOCAP4ROS2 is that any application
developed in this framework, distributed in its repositories,
can be used by users with other types or models of MOCAP
systems, following a federated Open Source development
scheme. There are several challenges that MOCAP4ROS2
must address, such as timestamp synchronization between
systems, the geometric relationship between systems run-
ning at the same time, or start-up and shutdown procedures.

MOCAP4ROS2 can merge the information coming from several
MOCAP systems in the same reference axes so that the information
coming from them and the sensory information from the robot can
be spatially reasoned.

3 RESULTS
In the MOCAP4ROS2 repository, different packages include:

• Drivers for Vicon4 and Optitrack5 systems, as well as Tech-
naid6 IMUs.

3https://github.com/tuw-cpsg/tuw-cpsg.github.io
4https://github.com/MOCAP4ROS2-Project/mocap4ros2_vicon
5https://github.com/MOCAP4ROS2-Project/mocap4ros2_optitrack
6https://github.com/MOCAP4ROS2-Project/mocap4ros2_technaid

Figure 1: MOCAP4ROS2 Layered Architecture.

Figure 2: MOCAP4ROS2 running with sensors attached to a
human, using the visualization RViz tool (up row). Setup for
mobile robots and global setup (bottom row)

• A control application7 that allows controlling the starting
and stopping of MOCAP systems and verifying the synchro-
nization of their clocks.

• Mechanisms to bridge to use MOCAP systems implemented
in ROS1.

The MOCAP4ROS2 developer community is still tiny, as seen
in each repository, although the first versions of the drivers have
already been provided by developers external to the project.

MOCAP4ROS2 is usedwithin the Eurobench project in its Biosen-
sors facility. This project evaluates exoskeletons and humanoids
in different testbeds, such as sensorized doors, configurable stairs
and ramps, and irregular terrain. These benchmarks use ROS and
are geometrically modeled using the ROS TF system. Using MO-
CAP4ROS2 allows them to relate the elements of the testbed to the
robot and thus obtain complete experimental data.

4 CONCLUSION AND IMPACT
MOCAP4ROS2 is an Open Source framework fromMOCAP systems
for ROS2. It has drivers for the most common commercial camera-
based MOCAP systems and supports other types of systems. It
7https://github.com/MOCAP4ROS2-Project/device_control
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has tools for controlling an environment where multiple MOCAP
systems are integrated and are fully functional (Figure 2).

MOCAP4ROS2 standards have been defined for the generation
of MOCAP system information, fostering the standardization of
this type of system in an Open Source model, where the community
makes decisions after a technical debate8.

However, the upcoming challenges that MOCAP4ROS2 will face
in this standardization process involve heterogeneous APIs that
produce data that, although mostly overlapping, have some distinc-
tive components. Our objective is to unify the information they
produce, reducing the particularities to a minimum. In this way,
the applications created within MOCAP4ROS2 will be able to work
with any MOCAP vendor.

We are convinced that this framework will facilitate this type of
system in Robotics. We rely on this federated development model
based on Open Source to guarantee the future of this framework
beyond the period in which it was funded.
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